MEETING REPORT
ELECTRICITY IN A CHANGING
CLIMATE: BRINGING ONTARIO
LEADERS TOGETHER.
I NTRODUCTION
In Ontario, several projects focusing on climate change impacts and adaptation in the electricity sector are
beginning in late 2013 or early 2014 and will run through 2015.
Project leads and stakeholders met to share information on their projects, and discuss communication and
collaboration opportunities.
The objectives of the meeting were:




to learn about current projects, build awareness of the scope of work underway in Ontario;
to add value to projects through increased communication, collaboration; and
to discuss strategies for ongoing communication and extension of project lessons and results to a
broader audience.

M EETING A GENDA
Welcome
 Al Douglas, Ontario Centre for Climate Impacts and Adaptation Resources
 Mary-Ann Wilson, Natural Resources Canada

11:30

Roundtable Introductions

12:00

Working Lunch - Presentations from Project Leads
 Project Presentations and Q&A

12:15

Discussion
 Additional questions for project leads or others?
 Are there opportunities for synergies or collaboration?
 Can projects build on or contribute to broader provincial adaptation planning?
 Can lessons from projects be synthesized and effectively disseminated to key audiences?

1:30

Next Steps

2:30

Adjourn

3:00

A TTENDEES
17 people attended the meeting in person; 2 others joined by teleconference for all or part of the meeting;
and 5 individuals confirmed attendance but were unable to attend on the day, 2 other had earlier expressed
interest but reported conflicts and could not attend.

Name
David Macleod
Kevin Behan
Laura Zizzo
Paul Cobb
Steven Norrie
Travis Allen
Marielle Magtibay
Shereen Amin
Stewart Dutfield
Caroline Rodgers
Al Douglas
Paul Lehman
David Robittaile
Jennifer Ardiel
Mary-Ann Wilson
Todd Hall
Charles Esendal
Chee Chan*
Chandra Sharma*
*teleconference participation

Organization
City of Toronto
Clean Air Partnership
Zizzo-Allen Law
OCCIAR
OPA
Zizzo-Allen Law
ministry energy
Ministry Environment
Climate Consortium
OCCIAR
OCCIAR
Mississippi Valley Conservation
IESO
NRCan
NRCan
Independent
HydroOne
AECOM
Toronto Region Conservation

Email
Dmacleo2@toronto.ca
kbehan@cleanairpartnership.ca
laura@zizzoallan.com
pcobb@mirarco.org
Steven.norrie@powerauthority.on.ca
travis@zizzoallan.com
Marielle.magtibay@ontario.ca
Shereen.amin@ontario.ca
sdutfield@trca.on.ca
crodgers@mirarco.org
adouglas@mirarco.org
plehman@mvc.on.ca
Dave.robitaille@ieso.ca
Jennifer.ardiel@nrcan.gc.ca
Mary-ann.wilson@nrcan.gc.ca
Todd.hall@bell.net
Charles.esendal@hydroone.ca
Chee.f.chan@aecom.com
csharma@trca.on.ca

Organization
UWaterloo
City of Toronto
Toronto Hydro
RSI
RSI
Ontario Power Generation
Toronto Hydro

Email
bfeltmate@uwaterloo.ca
mbekker@toronto.ca
snahyaan@torontohydro.com
hauld@risksciences.com
esparling@risksciences.com
tom.lumley@opg.com
jmclean@torontohydro.com

Regrets
Name
Blair Feltmate
Mark Bekkering
Sheikh Nahyann
Heather Auld
Erik Sparling
Tom Lumley
Joyce Maclean

P RESENTATIONS
Six presentations were given to the group in attendance. The presentations (see annex for full presentations)
provided the audience with an overview of key project details: partners, objectives, methodology and inputs,
scope, expected outcomes and outputs.
Lead Organization

Project Title and Description

Ontario Scope
Clean Air Partnership

Climate Change Risk Assessment for Electrical Distribution
Infrastructure

Mississippi Valley Conservation
Authority

Climate Change Implications for Small Waterpower Facilities – A
Watershed Perspective

Ontario Power Authority

Enhancing Resilience to Severe Weather and Climate Change: Assessing
Risks and Opportunities for Key Elements of Ontario’s Electrical
Transmission Grid

Canadian Electricity Association;
Todd Hall, Consultant

Assessment of Risk in the Greater Toronto Area, Pilot Assessment

National Scope (including Ontario)
OCCIAR

Synergies between adaptation and mitigation in the energy sector –
national and international case studies

Zizzo-Allen Law

Survey: Understanding the current state of awareness and action on
adaptation in the electricity generation and transmission sectors.

P ROJECT SUMMARIES
1.

Ontario Power Authority (OPA). Enhancing Resilience to Severe Weather: Risks and
Opportunity Assessment of Ontario’s Transmission Grid.

The purpose of the project is to build capacity in the transmission sector for supporting the incorporation of
adaptation planning into overall efforts focused on strengthening the resilience and sustainability of the
electricity system; and to develop a climate change risk and opportunity assessment that lays groundwork for
further analogous studies in the electricity sector in Ontario and elsewhere.
OPA will identify critical parts of infrastructure for analysis, develop and consolidate climate (historic and
future) information, and conduct risk and opportunities assessment. OPA will use available risk assessment
protocols (PIEVC) and system modeling tools (PSS/E). Geographic scope will be finalized with the project
advisory committee.
Key outcomes include documentable process and methodology for identifying weather-related
vulnerabilities, climate and weather information to inform future studies, and characterization of some
adaptation options include approximate long-term costs. OPA will communicate process, lessons, results and
recommendations through webinars, reports and presentations.

Contact Steve Norrie, Senior Transmission Planner, Power System Planning, Ontario Power Authority. 416969-6352. Contact Chandra Sharma, Watershed Specialist, Etobicoke-Mimico & Senior Manager, Climate
Programs, Toronto and Region Conservation Authority. 416-661-6600, x.5237.
2. Clean Air Partnership (CAP). Climate Change Risk Assessment of Electrical Distribution
Infrastructure.
Project partners include CAP, Toronto Hydro, AECOM and City of Toronto, in addition to provincial utilities
and agencies. This project builds on past risk assessment pilot case study, and will evaluate impacts of future
(2030 and 2050) climate change on distribution infrastructure in urban and suburban centres.
Five (5) activity groups include: project management; identify and characterize electrical infrastructure to be
studies; understand CC impacts on Toronto area and its electrical infrastructure; assess climate change
related risks; develop adaptation options and document entire risk assessment process.
The project outputs include documented risk assessment process, adaptation options for identified risks,
methodological lessons learned, completed risk assessment of distribution infrastructure (including spatial
maps), and options to improve infrastructure resilience.
Contact Kevin Behan, Clean Air Partnership, kbehan@cleanairpartnership.ca, 416.392.0255.
3. Canadian Electricity Association (CEA). Assessment of Risk in the Greater Toronto Area, Pilot
Assessment.
The CEA – and its members – recognize the importance of considering climate change in planning, and has in
recent years broadened response to climate change to include adaptation (previous focus primarily
mitigation). The current project, addressing electrical sector (generation, transmission and distribution)
reliability in the Greater Toronto Area, is fundamental and therefore project stakeholders are the same as
sector as whole.
The core project team (OPG, HydroOne, TorontoHydro, OPA, IESO, and Ministry Energy as observer)
identifies critical components that are vulnerable to extremes in temperature and precipitation. The project
uses the SENES model, and inputs include equipment design thresholds and operating experience. The
project expects to capture risk and opportunity in strategic planning, to identify lessons for transfer, and to
develop a process that can be replicated.
Contact Todd Hall, Consultant and Project Lead, todd.hall@bell.net.
4. Mississippi Valley Conservation Authority (MVCA). Climate Change Implications for Small
Waterpower Facilities – A Watershed Perspective
Project purpose is to assess risks to small run-of-the-river waterpower facilities associated with changes in
climate, hydrology and water management policy, to address uncertainty. The project will focus on
Mississippi River (eastern Ontario) with potential application to other similar basins, and will be an
important part of the Mississippi-Rideau Vulnerability Assessment and Adaptation Strategy which addresses
multiple natural environment themes.
The project will include multiple climate scenario models and hydrological models, and will investigate
reservoir system response (performance, uncertainty and operating policy). The methodology will provide
information on energy production, operational issues (frazil ice) and facility design. Outputs will include
adaptation opportunities.

Contact Paul Lehman, P.Eng. General Manager. Mississippi Valley Conservation Authority.
plehman@mvc.on.ca. 613 253 0006 ext. 223.
5. Ontario Centre for Climate Impacts and Adaptation Resources (OCCIAR). Synergies between
adaptation and mitigation in the energy sector – national and international case studies
Adaptation to climate-related risks is a critical component in our overall short term and long term responses
to climate change as greenhouse gases (GHG) continue to accumulate in the atmosphere. At the same time,
reducing GHG emissions through mitigation programs, thereby managing the severity of climate change,
remains a critical concern.
The project will investigate and demonstrate, through identification of both national and international case
studies, the benefits resulting from synergies between mitigation and adaptation in the energy sector. The
project will develop and publish a minimum of 10 case studies, in addition to a summary paper than draws
lessons and recommendations from the case studies.
Key outcomes include contributing to Canada’s ability to take meaningful action to enhance the effectiveness
of its energy sector in a cost-effective manner, and to increase the resilience of the energy sector - and the
communities reliant on it - to the consequences of climate change.
Contact Paul Cobb, Project Manager. Ontario Centre for Climate Impacts and Adaptation Resources.
pcobb@mirarco.org, 705-675-1151 x5089.
6. Zizzo-Allan Professional Corporation. Understanding the Current State of Awareness and
Action on Adaptation in the Electricity Generation and Transmission Sectors
The project is a survey of influential decision-makers in generation and transmission sectors, and seeks to
understand state of awareness of climate change and potential impacts, current practices related to
adaptation, and how senior decision-makers perceive, respond to, plan for and adapt to climate change.
The survey will uncover strategies to protect and strengthen generation and transmission sectors, will help
understand decision making in this sector – lead to solutions for increased grid stability, and will help
understand how to integrate valuable considerations into decision making.
The project will report on the survey results and lessons learned, and disseminate results through webinar
and other means as identified by the project advisory committee.
Contact Laura Zizzo, ZizzoAllan Professional Corporation. laura@zizzoallan.com. 416.817.5140.

D ISCUSSION NOTES
The following discussion themes were prepared in advance of the meeting to stimulate discussion if required.
1.

2.
3.

4.

Build network. How can this network (e.g. RAC II in Ontario) add value to your project? E.g. Would there
be value in quarterly conference call to provide updates on progress, ask questions of peers, and hear
about other projects?
Dissemination. Since many projects have a dissemination plan – is there value in some collaboration on
this? E.g. coordinate a workshop where all projects can present results to a bigger audience?
Leveraging. Is it true (or can it be true) in this context, that “the whole is greater than the sum of its
parts”? Will this set of projects inform future direction and needs in the province (should the RAC II
network plan strategically for this)? Might there be a cohesive set of lessons or common message – for
the sector, for policy-makers – that can be drawn from this body of work? How would this be completed?
Ontario challenges. What challenges do you see that are (i) important to address, but (ii) outside the
scope of your project? Can this network serve to address any of those?

Summary of discussion
The individual presentations, planned to conclude before 1:30 (allowing 1.5 hours for discussion) extended
beyond 2:00pm as there were many questions and points of discussion throughout. As a result, there was less
time dedicated to addressing each of the planned discussion themes listed above.
However, there was significant discussion about common needs and collaboration, both after individual
presentations and following all presentations concluded. Primarily, this focused on identifying common data
needs, and to some extent responsibility for data collection. It is apparent there is a significant need and
desire for detailed data to inform engineering and risk analysis; while many sectors require climate scenarios
and forecasts and could benefit from publicly available data sets, there was a recognition that although
different sectors (energy, forestry, agriculture, water and sewer) all require greater access to data each is
likely to have important differences in data needs. Information important for the electrical sector, for example
data on heat extremes, including duration and overnight temperature, will differ from agricultural data needs
such as growing season. This common need for data is noteworthy, but there are challenges to creating a
single data set that is applicable across sectors.
It was also noted that having data that is consistent and credible is important for advancing decision-making.
Essentially, differences in data (and models) create opportunities for disagreement on information and
ultimately hinder progress (by allowing decision-makers to point to disagreements in models and/or
justifying the need for ‘better’ data). Suggested to review data available through NASA and Ontario Ministry
of Natural Resources.
Natural Resources Canada indicated that in addition to Ontario, there was significant data needs across the
country. Ouranos (QC) and PCIC (BC) are creating set of data including all Canada at 10km grid resolution, for
two time horizons. This will include temperature, heating and cooling degree days, and daily min/max/mean.
A follow up item includes the creation of a spreadsheet (or other tool) to identify the scope of data required
for each project (geographic and temporal), variables (i.e. number days temperature above 30°C) and timing

(i.e. when the data is required for the project). 1 This would facilitate any process of collaboration, if required,
including the potential to jointly issue a request-for-proposal.
Also, significant provision of past experience and identification of past work took place. In one example,
individuals and organizations who had previously completed survey work discussed their experience and
lessons-learned, in addition to volunteering to share their methodology and reports, following the
presentation by Laura Zizzo (who will complete a survey of 25-30 sector executives and decision-makers).
With respect to leveraging the body of work to be created by the individual projects, there was some interest
to working towards either (i) a common set of lessons or recommendations, or (ii) a summary document that
compiled or synthesized the lessons from each project in one location. However, there was concern that this
would add additional burden on project teams, and wondered if this could be streamlined by providing a
common format from other reporting requirements (e.g. could lessons be extracted from reports that are
already required for Natural Resources Canada?)
Additional points of interest include:
(i)

(ii)

(iii)

Following concluding comments at 3:00pm, most participants at the meeting remained in the
meeting room to continue discussion with their colleagues. These informal discussions
continued until 4:00pm.
In a related note, many participants expressed appreciation at having a venue to work with and
share with colleagues. One participant noted this was the first significant gathering of
stakeholders on electricity and adaptation in over a year.
There was expressed interest in creating a venue for ongoing communication and collaboration.
For example, an online discussion forum for posting questions, documents, etc. OCCIAR will
propose potential solutions to the group.

Several of the projects will examine the relationship (in particular, those by OPA, CAP, CEA and MVCA) will
between exposure, vulnerability and risk associated with individual components and overall system risk. It
was noted that damage to assets does not always correlate to grid or system failures.

A SIGNIFICANT OMISSION FROM THE MEETING
The meeting organizer, regrettably, overlooked an important project in the landscape of work underway in
the Ontario region. QUEST (Quality Urban Energy Systems of Tomorrow) is a collaborative network of
stakeholders who are “actively working to make Canada a leader in the design, development and
implementation of smart energy communities.” See www.questcanada.org. Quest and the project lead will be
included in future Ontario discussions.
QUEST is leading two energy projects under the Natural Resources Canada’s call-for-proposals in June 2013.
These are:
1.
2.

1

Resilient Pipes and Wires. Assessing policies as drivers and barriers to integration of adaptation in
the planning and operation of the energy distribution sub-sector, and
Resilient Pipes and Wires: A survey of adaptation awareness and action in the energy distribution
sub-sector.

A draft of this document has been circulated.

Information on these projects is included in the appendices of this report.
Contact
Richard Laszlo | Director, Research and Education | QUEST
350 Sparks St. Suite 809, Ottawa K1R 7S8
t: 416.509.0292 f: 613-748-9078 | e: rlaszlo@questcanada.org
www.questcanada.org

C ONCLUDING C OMMENTS
The meeting was held under the Ontario Region Adaptation Collaborative (RAC II). 2 Project participants
expressed appreciation for the opportunity to meet and learn about the ongoing projects; there had not been
a meeting of individuals and organizations engaged in electricity sector adaptation in many months (perhaps
over a year) in Ontario.
OCCIAR will continue to provide engagement and networking support to the group of individuals and the
projects that were represented at the meeting, and will endeavor to grow the network to include additional
organizations and individuals from the sector.
OCCIAR will disseminate a worksheet to collect information of the climate data requirements of the various
project proponents, and will support coordination among the project leads. OCCIAR will also remain in
contact with the established network to determine the date and format of subsequent meetings (e.g. quarterly
conference calls, annual face-to-face gathering).
Lastly, OCCIAR will contact all participants with ideas for supporting ongoing online collaboration. This may
include, for example, facilitating an online space to share documents and post questions, or developing an
email list serve to facilitate communication.

2

A one page overview of OCCIAR’s role as RAC II lead on energy in Ontario is included in Appendix.

Figure 1: Chart of electricity focused projects that are underway in Ontario (either exclusively or are national in scope)

CONTACTS
Paul Cobb, Energy Project Manager
pcobb@mirarco.org
Telephone: (705) 675-1151 x 5089
Facsimile: (705) 675-4838

Al Douglas, Director OCCIAR
adouglas@mirarco.org
Telephone: (705) 675-1151 x 1506
Facsimile: (705) 675-4838
Ontario Centre for Climate Impacts and Adaptation Resources (OCCIAR)
www.climateontario.ca
Ontario Regional Adaptation Collaborative (RAC II)
www.climateontario.ca/RACII.php
935 Ramsey Lake Road.
Sudbury, ON. Canada.

With financial support from
Natural Resources Canada
and the Adaptation Platform.
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Resilient Pipes and Wires:
Adaptation awareness, actions and policy drivers/barriers in Canada’s energy
distribution sector
Updated December 2013
QUEST - Quality Urban Energy Systems of Tomorrow – www.questcanada.org
Richard Laszlo, Director of Research and Education – rlaszlo@questcanada.org

Problem Statement
Despite the long-term challenges facing the sector to respond to changing climate and the fact
that some companies are aware of and are taking adaptation actions, there is currently limited
to no documentation related to the level of awareness and actions of adaptation within the
Canadian energy distribution sector. Furthermore, there is currently limited documentation
related to how existing federal and provincial policies are either driving or acting as barriers to
the integration of adaptation action to a changing climate in planning and operations within
the Canadian energy distribution sector.

Overview
QUEST, with the participation of the Canadian Electricity Association (CEA), Canadian Gas
Association (CGA), and the International District Energy Association ( IDEA) Canadian Forum,
is advancing two related projects related to adaptation action and policy drivers/barriers in t
he energy distribution sector:




The first project will consist of two rounds of surveys designed to assess climate
change adaptation actions and awareness among the energy distribution sector, and to
provide a mechanism for engagement, sharing of information and best practices and
cross pollination. By soliciting input directly from the companies responsible for
improving the adaptation capacity of distribution infrastructure, the results of the
survey will help inform gaps in awareness and knowledge and point to opportunities to
further understanding and decision-making.
The second project will identify and document the federal and provincial policies
relevant to the integration of adaptation measures to a changing climate into
planning and operations in the energy distribution sector. Policies will be identified
as barriers or drivers to adaptation actions to a changing climate, and will inform
recommendations on how to address identified barriers and leverage drivers.

Objectives
The objectives of the related projects are:



Assess the level of adaptation awareness and actions within the Canadian
energy distribution sub-sector;
Document the state and scope of adaptation awareness and actions ;







Identify issues associated with these actions ;
Outline the drivers and barriers for taking actions ;
Identify the policies relevant to adaptation measures to a changing climate in the
Canadian energy distribution sub-sector;
Document how these policies are acting as drivers or barriers to the integration of
adaptation to a changing climate in planning and operations; and,
Recommend measures to address identified barriers and leverage dr ivers to adaptation
to a changing climate.

Project Partners
Resilient Pipes & Wires will be designed with input from, and solicit responses of, the
electricity, natural gas and thermal energy distributors in Canada. These are the organizations
that make up the membership of the Canadian Electricity Association, Canadian Gas
Association, and Canadian Forum of the International District Energy Association (IDEA).
Name
Richard Laszlo
Jim Tweedie
Channa Perera
Brad Bradford
Ewa Jackson









Affiliation
QUEST
Canadian Gas Association (CGA)
Canadian Electricity Association (CEA)
International District Energy Association (IDEA)
ICLEI – Canada

Role
Project Lead
Project Advisor
Project Advisor
Project Advisor
Project Support

QUEST (Quality Urban Energy Systems of Tomorrow): QUEST is a national non-profit
organization actively working to make Canada a leader in the design, development
and implementation of Integrated Community Energy Solutions (ICES). ICES entail the
planning, design, implementation, and governance of integrated energy systems at
the community level in a way that maximizes energy performance while cutting costs
and reducing environmental impacts.
Canadian Gas Association (CGA): CGA is the voice of Canada's natural gas distribution
industry. Canadian natural gas distribution companies serve natural gas meeting 30%
of Canada's energy needs and serve approximately 6.2 million customers - over half of
all Canadians in their homes and at work.
Canadian Electricity Association (CEA): CEA members generate, transmit and
distribute electrical energy to industrial, commercial, residential and institutional
customers across Canada every day. Members include integrated electric utilities,
independent power producers, transmission and distribution companies and others
that keep the industry running smoothly.
International District Energy Association (IDEA): IDEA has established the
Canadian Forum to provide a communications and collaboration platform for IDEA
members based in Canada and doing business in Canada.
ICLEI – Local Governments for Sustainability: is an association of local
governments. Our mission is to build and serve a worldwide movement of local

and regional governments that are committed to achieving tangible
improvements in environmental sustainability

